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● Boundary Scanning
● JTAG
● Real-world automotive ECU exploitation using JTAG



Boundary Scanning
When manufacturing thousands or 
million of devices, it becomes important 
to automatically test the electrical 
connections between the components.

Other important tasks to automate are: 
programming flash memories and 
testing the functionality of the software.



The JTAG standard
Defined by the “Joint Test Action Group” - hence the name.

It defines an interface and a state machine. These are both implemented in 
hardware.

The first and most important reason to use JTAG is boundary scanning.



Boundary Scanning
JTAG can be used to verify that the 
connection of every pin of the chip is 
correct.

The following conditions can be 
checked 



Boundary Scanning
To implement boundary scanning, every 
pin has a “boundary cell”.

The state of the boundary cells can be 
read and written using the JTAG 
interface.



Test Access Port (TAP)
5 signals:

● TDI (Test Data In)
● TDO (Test Data Out)
● TCK (Test Clock)
● TMS (Test Mode Select)
● TRST (Test Reset) optional.



How TAPs are chained together



Boundary scanning with multiple chips



The JTAG state machine



The JTAG state machine operation
At every clock cycle of TCK, the state moves following the arrow with the 
corresponding value of TMS.

● For example, if the current state is “Capture-DR”, if the next value of TMS is a 
logic “0”, then the next state will be “Shift-DR”.



Resetting the tester setup
The “Test-Logic-Reset” state resets the test setup, and is useful to begin a new 
test.

From any state, moving 5 times along the “1” arrow will bring the state to 
“Test-Logic-Reset”.

In order to go to the “Test-Logic-Reset”, it is sufficient to keep the TMS line high for 
5 clock cycles of TCK. 

On chips that have the TRST signal, it brings the state machine back to the 
“Test-Logic-Reset” state.



JTAG instruction register and data register
During states “Shift-DR” and “Shift-IR”, the TDO and TDI lines can be used to 
operate the “Data Register (DR)” and “Instruction Register (IR)” of JTAG.

These are shift registers of a fixed size and are advanced using the TCK line.

While shifting data from/to these registers, the TMS signal must remain at a “0” 
logic level so that the state doesn’t change.
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Instruction RegisterTDI TDO
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/169RW3WNXjnxDd0bp93a8uOoslCcJnWow/preview


Multiple Data Registers
There are multiple data registers, and the active one is determined by which 
instruction is currently held in the Instruction Register.

● BSR: Boundary scan data register
● BYPASS: 1-bit data register for allowing other devices on the chain to be 

addressed faster
● IDCODE: constant data register containing identification numbers specific to 

the chip
● Other non-standard data registers can be present to implement further tests 

(e.g. debugging over JTAG).





Doing boundary scanning
1. Place the “EXTEST” instruction in the instruction register using the Shift-IR 

state
2. Navigate to the Capture-DR state.

○ The data in the boundary cells is now copied to the “Boundary Scan data Register” (BSR).

3. Go to the Shift-DR state
○ Use the Shift-DR state to read out the value of the captured boundary cells from the BSR…
○ ...And to fill the BSR with the future values of the boundary cells

4. Go to the Update-DR state
○ Now the data in the BSR is copied to the boundary cells



Example: IDCODE test instruction on ARM

"The IDCODE (0b1110) instruction connects the device identification code register 
or ID register between TDI and TDO. The register is a 32-bit register that enables 
the manufacturer, part number, and version of a component to be read through the 
TAP."



Example: IDCODE test instruction on ARM



Example: IDCODE test instruction on ARM

"The IDCODE (0b1110) instruction connects the device identification code register 
or ID register between TDI and TDO. The register is a 32-bit register that enables 
the manufacturer, part number, and version of a component to be read through the 
TAP."



 Hardware-Based Software Debugging
Debugging is not defined by the JTAG specification.

However, when the JTAG interface is implemented in some hardware, most 
manufacturers extend it with proprietary instructions to allow debug operations:

● Step-by-step execution
● Read/Write of general registers
● Read/Write of any location in the memory
● Read/Write of any location in the flash of many microcontrollers



Other test/debug interfaces
● cJTAG (Compact JTAG)

○ It is a JTAG variant for devices with a reduced pin count, and only needs 2 signals:
■ TMSC (Test Serial Data)
■ TCKC (Test Clock)

● SWD (Serial Wire Debug)
○ An alternative to JTAG specific for ARM devices, it also only needs 2 signals:

■ SWDIO (Data Input/Output)
■ SWCLK (Clock)



SWD on the STM32F103

SWDIO

SWCLK



Risks of JTAG
● The debugging facilities available over JTAG should always be disabled when 

a device goes in production.
● If a manufacturer leaves the JTAG connector enabled when the device goes 

in production, it becomes an easy way for an attacker with physical access to 
bypass any security mechanism in the device.

● Even when JTAG is disabled in the hardware, it might be possible to 
re-enable it due to bugs or using fault injection.





Example of how to exploit a device using JTAG:
Telematics ECU
● The target is a Telematic Control Unit from a modern car
● It has WiFi, 4G, GSM and GPS

○ It is an interesting target for an attacker because if a bug is found in the communication 
software, it could be exploited over the air to hack the car.

● The JTAG connector is covered in solder mask, but otherwise completely 
functional.

● The CPU is an iMX.6 ARM
● There are 256 MB of RAM and 128 MB of flash memory on board.
● It runs a fully featured operating system: QNX 6



Unpopulated JTAG connector on a real automotive 
ECU



Re-populating the connector



Halting an ARM core - the hard way



Debugging iMX6 cores using a JLink interface
Using OpenOCD:

● openocd -f interface/jlink.cfg -f target/imx6.cfg

Using JLinkExe:

● JLinkExe -device MCIMX6S1 -if JTAG -speed 1000

Using JLinkGdb:

● JLinkGDBServer -device MCIMX6S1 -if JTAG -speed 1000



Steps taken to exploit the ECU from JTAG
1. Disable the watchdog that was resetting the CPU

○ Once the watchdog starts, it is impossible to stop it in software. Therefore it was disabled 
completely by modifying the firmware so that it would not have been enabled on the 
successive boots.

2. Enable a debug shell on the serial line
○ This was done by placing a breakpoint on the execute function of the shell, intercepting the 

execution of commands during boot up, and replacing them with commands that would enable 
the login over serial

3. Crack the root login
○ By placing a breakpoint on the login function, entering a wrong root password, and moving the 

PC on the branch that leads to a successful login.

4. Replace the root password



Watchdog memory map on the iMX.6



Watchdog Control Register on the iMX.6 



Disabling the watchdog
Since the watchdog enable bit is a “write one once only” bit, the watchdog can not 
be disabled without resetting the processor.

However, using a JTAG debugger, we can modify the flash and remove the piece 
of code that enables the watchdog completely.



Reverse engineering the code that enables the 
watchdog

[0x00001670]> s 0x1670
[0x00001670]> pd 6
            0x00001670      00300ce3       movw r3, 0xc000
            0x00001674      0b3240e3       movt r3, 0x20b
            0x00001678      b020d3e1       ldrh r2, [r3]
            0x0000167c      042082e3       orr r2, r2, 4
            0x00001680      b020c3e1       strh r2, [r3]
            0x00001684      1eff2fe1       bx lr
[0x00001670]> 



Enabling a debug shell on the serial line
The file system already contains an executable script called “/etc/change_debug”. 
This script puts the ECU in debug mode, enabling a login prompt on the serial 
interface.

In order to execute this script as root, we can hijack the “execute” function of the 
ksh (KornShell) so that is executes this script instead.



The execute function is quite complicated...



Debugging the execute function
By using an interactive debugger with the GDB server and JTAG, we can run the 
execute function step-by-step, and verify the value of the registers at any moment.

It turns out that the first argument of execute is a pointer to a structure whose 7th 
element is the command line that is being executed.

Replacing this string with “/etc/change_debug” and restoring the execution leads 
to the script being run, and the login prompt to appear over serial.



Root login without 
password with JTAG
On the login screen, when entering an 
incorrect root password, we see the 
message “Login Incorrect”.

We can search in the flash dump for 
the “Login Incorrect” string, and check 
where it is utilized:



Demo time (maybe?)



Additional resources
Source for most pictures in this presentation: 
https://blog.senr.io/blog/jtag-explained

https://blog.senr.io/blog/jtag-explained

